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Dear Editor of the BMC Public Health

**MS:1081043642374941**

**Evaluation of physical activity programmes for elderly people - a descriptive study using the EFQM'criteria**
Ana I Marques, Maria J Rosa, Pedro Soares, Rute Santos, Jorge Mota and Joana Carvalho

Thank you for in-principle acceptance of the above manuscript. The reviewer’s comments are outlined below with our point-by-point response in *italics*.

**Major revisions**

Author list: *the authors in the manuscript now match exactly those in the submission system.
We have added a new affiliation to Rute Santos, since her professional situation has changed during the last year.*

Tables: *the highlight was removed.*

Additional files: *the title and the description were cited in the text.*

**Minor revisions**

Highlighting: *the highlight was removed.*

Abstract: *keywords were removed.*

Typography: *the manuscript was checked for typographical errors.*

We hope this adequately addresses the comments of the reviewer. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require any more information or explanation of the above responses.

Yours faithfully,

Ana Marques

Research Centre in Physical Activity Health and Leisure
FADE-UP
R. Dr. Plácido Costa, 91
4200 450 Porto - Portugal
Tel: 351-22-5074786    Fax: 351-22-5500689
Email: anavalente@netvisao.pt